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Job title:

Accountant (m/f/d)

Job description:

As an accountant you will work in a team in the area of finance and accounting. Your tasks are the
independent supervision of the balance sheet accounting of companies (training period is possible), including
monthly and annual financial statements, as well as reporting.

Your strengths

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

and qualifications:

·Independent accounting (accounts receivable / accounts payable / general) for individual companies
·Examination of incoming invoices, creation and execution of payment transactions
·Monitoring of incoming payments and dunning
·Balance reconciliation, account monitoring, VAT and ZM reporting
·Support with monthly and annual financial statements, participation in the raw balance sheet / balance sheet
preparation
·Communication and coordination with various external partners (tax advice, various authorities)
·Reporting / theses
YOUR QUALIFICATIONS

·Completed higher commercial training (HAK, FH and accountant examination)
·Several years of professional experience in accounting including bookkeeping
·Knowledge of accounting rules according to UGB
·advanced IT skills and knowledge of ERP systems
·Very good spoken and written German language skills
·High level of accuracy and responsibility
·High motivation, willingness to learn, reliability, ability to work in a team and communicative appearance
Our offer:

WE OFFER
Depending on your qualifications and professional experience, we will agree on your actual
salary in a personal meeting. The minimum wage is € 2,800 gross per month based on full-time

employment.
Security
·A secure job with a familiar corporate culture in a stable , future-oriented industry
Career & Perspective
·In addition, we offer a wide range of development perspectives and career opportunities within Transped
Holding GmbH. We have been filling management positions from within our own ranks for years .
Social benefits
·Work in a young, dynamic, multicultural team
·individual training
·Free parking in the car park next to the office building
·A free transped shuttle from / to Wörgl train station or from / to Innsbruck, adapted to working hours
·Discounted refueling at the in-house petrol station (diesel)
·Meal-voucher
·Health offers: company doctor and various vaccination offers as well as team sports with colleagues
·In addition, cool events and common leisure activities
·We are happy to offer assistance in finding accommodation
Contact person:

HRTransped Europe GmbHGewerbepark 1A-6300 Wörgl tel +43 5332 210-321 mail jobs@transped.at

Apply online now:

https://www.transped.at/job/95
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